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Dear sirs and Modoms,
We CII~ very happy that the “Safety Standard for Bicycle HeIrnets” Is
ready to be fincllized and approved, ,If has been a Ion and difficult
process. Scot Heh and his staff should be congrutulate3 for the effort
they applled dong the wa;y, We also thank the commission for provldIng
a process that Involved industry and consumer advocate groups.
Moreaver, the ASTM bicycke helmet task group, which I chair, has been
allowed to be fnfuentlal in thfs procs The ASTTVI group is comprfsed of
Industry, Independent test iab people, medical people, consumer
advocates, 01 Iawyer and, of course, Scott Heh. We hope that this new
standard Is implemented as qutckly as poss!bie.
However, there Is one chunge In this last dtcrft standard that we strongly
oppose: The change of test head&m mass to 5 kg for Infants/t&d&s. 1
hove been a strong advocate of Iower headfotm mass fof yeurs and
feei #hat I have mole infomnatlon than fs lndlctied in tab D of the briefing
package. Moreover, the ASTM standard for Infants and toddters that I
drafted would have been In effect at least one year ago If not for
odministrotlve over sight at ASTM. It b now approv# and going forward
withamassof 3.2kgfortheAstzeheadfomrand4.0kgfortheEstre
heudform, We have no flekl emnce with helmets designed to these
weights under the Asnvl standard because of this dekqk
We do have other fi&l ex:perlenCe, The Department of lmnsportation,
DOT, safety standard for naotorcycIe helm&, F.M.V.S.S. 218, has used 3.5
kg for the smaII headform for ad&s and chitiren, for many years Every
study of the effectiveness of this standurd has c cxmbomtd tt. In no’
hstance has 8Vk%E8 been mlsed that the small headform causes
helmets that ore too soft 7he liners In motorcycle helmets are ty@x~lly In
the 2.4 to 3.0 pound pw CUbk feet density M 8 WhereaS t!nerS for
btcycle helmets, adult of infant, are typically 5?! and up-
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Another source of field emrrience is our experience with damaged
helmets returned to customer se&e. We pioneered infant/toddler
bicycle helmets beginning in the early ‘80’s. We developed the first Lil Belt
Shell in the absence of bicycle helmet standards, We followed our
intuition, experience and test data. We pushed ourselves up to 4R
density just to make the helmets sturdier and more dent resistant in
handling. We didn’t think that was too high, Since then we have sold
hundreds of thousands of infiantltoddier helmets At times standards and
design details have forced us as high as 5.7%. We now run at 5R for ail
infant model helmets. In ail this time, with all these models, we have
never seen on infant toddler helmet that was anywhere near bottoming
out. Moreover, I collected damaged infant/toddler helmets for several
months in 1995. Not only did I not see bottomed out helmets, I didn’t see
any helmet showing signs of crushing on the Inslde. This poses the
question of whether the helmets are stiffer than infant heads or do infants
just not hit that hard, The evidence is that most of the time infants don’t Mt
all that hard. But the ev!dence also indicates that bottoming out is not a
r&k for infant helmets.

Now i want to offer some common sense and basic physics. first, energy

management is often discussed regarding helmet standards. This is a
false concept. No helmet standard in the world even measures energy
management of absorption nor have a pass/fail critetia for energy
management. A helmet can absorb zero energy and stiii pass any
helmet standard in the world. Energy absorption k a function of input
velocity minus rebound velocity. No standard requires a laboratory to
even measure rebound velocity never mind dictating that the
coefficient of restitution be less than 0.5 or something, A helmet can
rebound with the full input vc&cRy and pass quite well. Moreover, it can
be imagined that any number of liner materials could absorb energy
better than contemporary helmet liners but in fact produce a very poor
helmet, A cou@e of good energy managers ore soft lead sheet and
modeling clay. impacting either of these produces negligible rebound
velocity. In other words, they absorb .virtuaity ail of the impact energy.
None of us are advocating these materials for helmet liners because
energy absorption is not very important for helmets. i think that any
discussion of helmet test criteria that Includes the word “energy’ k
suspect and might be misleading.

Acceleration management is what helmets are about. Ali helmet
standards meaSure acceleration and enforce a pass/fail criteria that
includes a maximum acceleration rate. Some standards measure other
aspects of the acceleration/time event. This acceleraflon/time event is
caused by an initial velocity between a head/helmet and an anti!. The
higher the inltiioi velocity thet more distance, thickness of liner, fs required
to control the acceieraitonltime curve to 0 given set of parameters. The
mass of a test headform has no effect upon this thickness.
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The mass of the headform does determine the sttffness, usually the
density, of the helmet liner in accordance with f=ma. In the case of the
small A size headform weighhg the sume as the medium adult
heodform. the helmet liner will need to be 30% stiffer In the infant helmet
simply because the contact area of the small heodform is only 77% of
the area of the medium headform! Thus wlth all else equal this makes an
Infant h&W liner stiffer than an aclutt helmet liner.
The average newborn baby weighs about 7 1b.s and cannot have on 11
lb. head, It ls obvious that small baby heads weigh less than their heads
will weigh as adults. So let’s suppose that A size Infant heads actuotly
weigh the 3.2 kg that I recommend. Now let’s Impact thfs head moss with
the helmet designed for the 5 kg A size headform which Is already 30%
stiffer than an adult helmet. Substituting 3.2 for 5 in f=ma, with all else equal,
indlcotes that the observed acceleration with the real Infant heudform
weight Is 56% higher than in the case with the faWy heavy 5 IQ
headform. The 5 kg headform thut produces soy 250 g’s tn a Loboratory
test would produce nearly 400 g’s In an identical Impact In the real world
given the weight of real baby’s heads. Substituting In f=ma CI liner
resistance in kN:
12.3 kN

= 5.0 @ l

12.3 kN = 3.2 :kg
7.8kN=3.2

l

250 g * 9.80665 m/+2/g
391 g l 9.80665 mJs*-2Jg

iKg'i!%)g 9.80665m/sA-2/g
l

Clearly the helmet deve@xd around a 3.2 kg headform will produce
lower accelerotlon rates for real wortd accidents, Any valid argument in
favor of 5 kg headforms would be even more valid for 10 or 20 kg
headforms, If real infants have 3 kg beads but we should test with 5 kg
headforms, should we test adult helmets for 5 kg aduit heads with 8 kg
headforms. In fact, a 50 kg headform for testing would leud helmet
designers to develop helmets that could ‘absorb far more energy
before bottoming out.’

123 khl = 3.2 kg

l

3906 g * 9.80645 ml+2Jg

This gross over slmpllficutlon ignores the fact that the light headform
wouid not crush the liner to a point that far into the spring rate. But It is
obvious that such a helmet 8wouM provide unsuitable acceleration mtes
for real children. Actual tests that we have done and moth models that
we and others have tried show a small and reasonable change over
the small and reasonable rcrnges that we tested.
I propose that test headforms should be as close OS possible to the
average weight of real human heads so that we can properly control
3
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and estimate acceieratlon rates in the real world and not just in the
laboratory.
We thank you for your consideration of this mutter.
Sincerely,

Senior Engineer .Y”
p.s.: Paragraph 1203.5, Construction Requirements - projections.
The last sentence mentlons “fixture,’ an undefined term. P&se clarify this
in the final draft.

‘The AEJ,M & 0 test headforms 018 “phot6graphicu~iy” scded. Their f8btb
geometry is as Wows:
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